
MEMO ON BUSINESS ETHICS

In an approximately 2-page, single-spaced memo with no indentations (following the memo-writing guidelines in Writing
a Business Memo.

Use future tense and state what you will describe, state, express, argue, etc. In case if the film becomes a
success, it will create consumer loyalty towards both the brand and the cause as both will be in close
association with the film. I recommend we do this on a weekly basis and though this may be time consuming,
it is only in our benefit to be vigorous in these pursuits. In a cost benefit analysis the benefits should always
outweigh the costs and take ethics, profitability, sustainability, and the monetary value of time into
consideration. Most of these projects are launched and operated on regional basis and are targeted. As business
professionals it is important for us to advance the practice of ethical decision making while retaining high
levels of profitability. Please review this memo to understand the importance of ethical decision-making.
Moreover, the film's nature allows universal viewership. Moreover selected winners will be awarded prizes
such as Ipods and Ipads. The first project in this regard has been a very well received one and contributed
immensely and positively to both, the cause itself and to the company as well in terms of generating higher
sales volume. If you have any recommendations or ideas regarding additional policies we can put in place,
please let me know. The following problem exemplifies how ethical dilemmas are cross cultural due to the
increasing trend of globalization. There are several examples of third party payroll processors becoming liable
for their clients misdeeds. Notifying our clients of the risk of these actions is consistent with our practices;
however, I have begun to notice that there is a lack of written communication between our employees and the
clients as it relates to our standards. If a client adamantly refuses to conform to the standards set forth in
California Labor Law, they must sign a written acknowledgement that they understand the risks they are
accepting. All levels of businesses face ethical dilemmas and must make responsible decisions. They
intentionally reduce the overtime hours the employee worked in a ratio equal to that of overtime pay so that
they still pay the regular rate. Lewis, discusses the case of Erwin v. The two options the manager has is to take
the offer from Indonesia and manufacture there or decide against it on moral grounds and continue to
manufacture from a higher price and collect less profits in the United States. A very important part of the
firm's long-term sustainable strategy is its corporate social responsibility. Clarkson, Miller, Jentz, Cross If the
manager takes the offer in Indonesia, the first thing that needs to be decided is if the action is legal. Then in
short, simple sentences, answer the question which ethical values are in conflict? As a result, customers
complained of ending up picking the wrong product off the rack. I suggest HR hold a meeting with the
departments employees to discuss this issue, as well as any necessary steps and solutions that must be
implanted, such as written acknowledgements and routine audits. If this policy of retrieving written
acknowledgement is not implemented and followed through with, it can have potentially dire consequences
for our company. Write supporting answers for each core ethical value that you identified in your topic
sentence. We draft these memos in the sincere hope that our recommendations are given their due
consideration and I hope that you give this issue the time and attention it deserves. Manufacturing in another
country is legal.


